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Most people hear �Five Rivers� and think Metro Parks.
However, Five Rivers Health Centers has been serving
patients in Montgomery County since its inception in 2011,
will be celebrating its 10 th anniversary in May of this year and
saw more than 26,000 patients in 2020. Founder and CEO
Gina McFarlane-El will share with Dayton Rotarians and
guests the interesting history of this Federally-Qualified
Health Center, share details about the vast healthcare
services FRHC provides to our vulnerable neighbors, as well
as the organization�s community health efforts during this
pandemic. She will also talk about FRHC�s plans currently
underway to consolidate services into a new 84,000 square
foot building in the Edgemont neighborhood in West Dayton.
This presentation will surely provide you with several �I had
no idea!� moments as Gina shares updates about one of the
best kept healthcare secrets in our community.
Chair of the Day: Kim Bramlage

This Happened Last Monday...
Special �Bring a virtual guest� to Dayton
Rotary was called to order by President
Brian Martin at noon. 140+ attendees are
expected. Visitors and guests were asked
to register in the Chat Room. Brian shared
that Bob Neff, the father of Rotarian John
Neff, passed away on January 18.
Condolences were sent. A moment of
silence was offered in Bob�s memory.
Secretary Kim Bramlage recognized
Rotarians with birthdays this week and
opened the floor to Day-10�s or
Foundation gifts. Included Lisa Grisby
announcement of the Dayton Donut Fest;
Chuck Watts had an announcement about
Peace Committee; Tom Lasley donated
$200 in honor of his mother�s 100th
birthday; Day-55 from Brian in honor of his wife�s birthday. President Brian handled the gavel to
Shaun Yu to greet our guests and share some true-or-false statements about Rotary. Truths
included: Diversity is embraced within Rotary! There are 31,998 clubs in over 200 countries and 1.2
mil members around the world. �Service Above Self� is Rotary�s current motto, but �He Profits
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Most Who Serves Best� was first motto. Did you know that a Rotary pin was planted on the
moon? Rotary Foundation has a perfect 100 rating with charitable organizations. In one day, our
local Dayton Rotary club raised over $50,000 for victims of the Dayton Tornado. Donations are not
required, but we are a service club and a club full of business people and potential advisors. Would
we like to have you as a member of our club? Absolutely!! Shaun then introduced Diane Farrell as
the Chair of the Day.
Diane introduced Garry Golden, an academically trained Futurist. He explores the implication of
long-term change in our world.
Garry screen-shared his program titled �Predictions on 2021 & Beyond.� He will provide copies of
the presentation and the club�s survey results to all members. His goals today: Explain Foresight
101, identify Drivers of Change, and will end with Questions and Discussion.
Three views on Change: Hindsight, Insight, and Foresight which is the focus of his
program today. He defines foresight as �the ability to anticipate and lead change.�
Mechanisms include
Trends (continuities) � Plausible Future
Events (discontinuities) � Possible Futures (often wild cards, such as COVID)
Choices (discontinuities) � Preferred future
Predictions are a narrowing of forecasts that include multiple outcome possibilities
Four means to see signals of change and create stories:
Continued Growth
Disciplined Constrained
Transformed
Decline & Collapse
Drivers of Change � his remarks today will reflect a lot of survey results as well as his findings
concerning society, culture, and technological impacts. Levers of change in our world include:
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Demographics � aging population, leaving rural areas
Encourage aging in Place and aging in community
Prevent elder abuse
Elevate caregiver culture
Healing / Healthcare
Reframing of mental wellness in our society is of high importance, worse since
COVID
Pressure on healthcare providers
Gen Z are very open to mental health discussion
Address access and inclusivity issues
Future of telehealth and A.I. supported care
Our workforce must heal to be productive
Avoiding a culture war over healing will be imparative
Local logistics and delivery � supply chains rule the world
Growth of micro-fulfillment centers
Ghost kitchens
Localized food / vertical farming
Decentralization of finance
Cripto currency will eliminate the middleman, including banks and credit unions
Questions and answers � �Do you think the Republican party is headed for a defined collapse?�
Could happen to either party � must have a better conversation of how social media is fueling the
divisiveness.
Social and business thinking is switching thinking from �shareholder� to �stakeholder�. How do
their actions affect the stakeholders?
Value proposition that Higher Education will offer will be more about skills learned instead of degree
that was obtained.
Disinformation � how do organizations take that into account when planning? It will get worse.
Solutions will come from multiple parties that will authenticate sources, restrict sources, etc. A
company�s reputation can be taken down in minutes with disinformation!
President Brian adjourned the meeting, but offered to allow continued attendance if desired. No
meeting February 15, but will meet again on February 22.
Most want to see more accountability of not-for-profit organizations. Transparency and
accountability are huge with Gen-Z.
Energy and transportation trends: Long-term trend is toward de-carbonization of fuels. �Power to
Gas� industry is exploding right now in Europe - Converts to hydrogen. Electrification is also a
focus such as battery powered cars. What is religion roles in the future? Faith-based organizations
will always play a large role in our society. What can we do to prepare ourselves for the future? Put
the survey out �Post Covid.� Share signals of future opportunities. Be prepared for more virtual
events.
www.intothefuture.nyc/february8 is the site that will contain copies of the program and the survey
results.
Prepared by Jean Maychack

